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Introduction

The complexity of digital devices is growing continuously. The testing problem is becoming the most crucial part of overall design process that delays the time-to-market of the digital device. In order to alleviate the test generation complexity and to reduce the time-to-market, one needs to model the actual defects that may occur in a digital device with fault models at higher levels of abstraction. This process of fault modelling considerably reduces the burden of testing because it obviates the need for deriving tests for each possible defect and is performed in parallel with other design activities. Such a parallelism enables to reduce the time-to-market. The single fault at the higher level of abstraction is mapped to many physical defects. This also makes the fault model more independent of the fabrication technology.

The test designer prepares the functional test according to the specification of the device under test. The functional test is used to verify the next steps of the design and it can be used for the development of the manufacturing test as well. Such a test usually verifies the function of the device and it cannot guarantee the full coverage of the gate level faults of the device. Therefore, when the synthesis of the device is completed, the list of undetected faults is formed, and the deterministic methods are used to detect the faults from this list.

Models of physical and fabrication faults are needed at higher levels of abstraction in order to be able to develop tests from functional or behavioural descriptions. Many efforts have been devoted to the problem of finding behavioural level fault model [1-9]. However, no such fault model has been discovered at behavioural or higher level which is universally accepted.

Behavioural level fault models can be broadly classified into two main categories: 1) fault models related to the description code [1-3]; 2) black box fault models related to input stimuli and output responses [4-9]. Testing at higher level of abstraction has a lot in common with software testing. Therefore the pattern generation methods based on the fault model related to the description code can be further classified, namely, code oriented methods and fault oriented methods. The code oriented methods exploit the most widely used metrics developed for automated software testing: statement coverage, branch coverage and path coverage. Although there are similarities there are also important differences due to different sources of errors/faults and models in these two cases. The purpose of software validation is to detect design errors whereas the purpose of testing is to detect physical defects and fabrication faults.

Black box fault models are more universal as they do not depend on the description code; however, such black box fault models are of little use still. During design process the software prototype of circuit is created according to the specification. The software prototype simulates the functions of the circuit, enables to calculate the output values according to the input values, and can be regarded as the black box model of the circuit. The functional test can be generated on the base of the software prototype. The most prominent features of these models are the following: 1) a circuit is treated as a single module; 2) limitation of the number of circuit's inputs was not observed; 3) the tests constructed on the base of these models have the manageable size.

The functional test is based on the function of the circuit, which can be designed in many ways. The possible defects of the circuit depend on the implementation. The test is usually developed according to the specific implementation and it is designed to detect the defects of this particular implementation. The manufacturing test can be developed only on the base of the specific implementation. Meanwhile, the functional test is not related to the particular implementation because it is generated from a circuit’s specification rather than its gate level implementation. The implementation independence of functional test has several advantages over implementation-dependent test. The functional test can be used to correct testability problems early in the design process [10], to identify the design errors [11], to test many potential implementations [12-14], and to detect hard-to-detect faults at the gate level implementation [13, 15].

One of the approaches for deriving tests to achieve high defect coverage is based on the generation of n – detection tests. An n-detection test is one where each fault is detected either by n different tests, or by the maximum number of different tests that can detect the fault if this number is smaller than n. In this work, we describe a
postprocessing procedure for static functional test enrichment. The procedure targets a test pattern set \( T \) for pin pair (PP) faults [7]. The proposed procedure modifies the test patterns in \( T \) so that the number of detections of PP faults is increased.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we review the related work. Section 3 presents the procedure of functional test enrichment. Section 4 presents experimental results, and Section 5 concludes this paper.

Related work

The possibilities of test quality enhancement using various approaches are analyzed in [16-29].

The authors of [16] present a method to enrich the transition-fault test with additional test patterns of a certain property. This property is related to the paths sensitized by the test pattern. The idea is to add a number of new test patterns in the set such that they still detect the targeted transition faults but through paths that have not been sensitized by the original test pattern set. The generated test pattern sets have higher quality since events propagate through many critical paths and thus are more likely to detect a delay violation in the circuit. It is expected that, on average, this procedure will allow the number of paths along which the event propagates to increase proportionally to the number of test patterns per transition fault [16].

To improve the quality of tests for path delay faults, an \( m \)-tuple test generation procedure for path delay faults is described in [17]. Under an \( m \)-tuple test, each \( m \)-tuple of target faults is detected by at least one test pattern. An \( m \)-tuple test has advantages similar to an \( n \) -detection test in that it results in several test patterns for every target path delay fault \( p \), thus increasing the likelihood of testing \( p \) under worst-case delay conditions. In addition, it increases the likelihood of accidentally detecting non-target path delay faults [17].

Another possibility of test quality enhancement called sensitivity of adjacent input patterns is proposed in [18]. Sensitive adjacent input vectors can be generated for each test pattern of the test set. Since a change in the value of a single input of sensitive adjacent input vectors changes the output vector, it is likely that the presence of a fault on a path from a sensitive input to a sensitive output will be detected. Generated sensitive adjacent input vectors are likely to be sensitive to the presence of a defect, and are likely to result in higher fault coverage [18].

The authors of [19] suggest complementing the existent test suites of the IP core with all sensitive adjacent patterns or with the subset of sensitive adjacent patterns. Then the suitable test patterns for the synthesized gate level implementation have to be selected on the base of the fault simulation. The presented in [19] experiment proves that such a complement enhances the test quality for any synthesized IP core gate level description. The authors point out that the practice of sensitive adjacent patterns is a cheap way to adopt test patterns for the re-synthesized gate level description of IP core, because the fault simulation is not so critical task as test generation [19].

A deterministic procedure of adjacent stimuli generation was suggested in [20]. It is based on the assumption that input stimuli that are similar to test patterns have good testing features. The search among such input stimuli improves the overall efficiency and the convergence speed of the search. It is evaluated that the adjacent stimuli generation allowed improving the efficiency of random search up to 30%. Consequently, it is recommended the integrated use of random and adjacent stimuli generation during functional test design process [20].

The generation of \( n \) -detection tests and their capabilities in detecting untargeted faults and defects were studied in [21-25]. An \( n \) -detection test detects each target fault \( n \) times, by \( n \) different test patterns. By increasing the number of detections of target faults, \( n \) -detection test generation for \( n > 1 \) increases the likelihood of detecting untargeted faults and defects. Generation of an \( n \) -detection test requires repeated applications of a test generation process to target faults that are not yet detected \( n \) times. Each time a fault is targeted, a different test pattern must be generated for it. This increases the complexity of test generation.

A procedure for forming \( n \) -detection tests without applying a test generation procedure to target faults is described in [26]. The proposed procedure accepts a one-detection test. It extracts test cubes for target faults from one-detection test and then merges the cubes in different ways to obtain an \( n \) -detection test. Merging of cubes does not require test generation. Fault simulation is required for extracting test cubes for target faults [26].

\( N \)-detection may lead to large tests where many test patterns do not help increase the defect coverage [27]. The problem of control of test size addition is considered in [27-29].

The authors of [27] introduced variable \( n \) -detection tests where different target faults are targeted different number of times. In a variable \( n \) -detection test, only selected faults are targeted \( n \) times. Other faults are targeted between 1 and \( n \) -1 times. The motivation for introducing variable \( n \) -detection tests was to control the size of test pattern set as \( n \) was increased. The number of times each fault is targeted is determined by a parameter that measures the usefulness of multiple test patterns for the fault in detecting defects. This parameter is based on the number of paths through the fault site [27]. The use of variable number of fault detections while transforming the pin pair test into functional delay test is suggested in [28]. The performed experiments show the effectiveness of this proposal. The restriction of number of fault detections allowed shortening the test size almost twice [28].

In the paper [29], three parameters of an \( n \) -detection test to measure the saturation of the test generation process were defined: 1) the fraction of faults detected \( n \) times or less by the test; 2) the fraction of faults detected fewer than \( n \) times by the test; and 3) the test set size relative to the size of a one detection test. Based on these parameters and the rationale for computing \( n \) -detection tests, the authors defined saturation to occur at the value of \( n \) where one of the three parameters reaches a threshold specified for it. The thresholds were selected based on experimental results [29].
The main drawback of all reviewed techniques is the test size addition. Another disadvantage of almost all mentioned approaches lies in use of test generation for enrichment of test pattern sets.

**Procedure of enrichment of functional test**

In this section we give a detailed description of the proposed procedure. We consider the enrichment of static functional test that is generated for detection of pin pair faults. The pin pair fault model is exhaustively described in [7].

Next we provide a brief presentation of the main concepts of this model. The behavioural view or the “black box” represents the system by defining the behaviour of its outputs according to the values applied on its inputs without the knowledge of its internal organization. In this case, the input-output relationship can be determined only. Let the circuit have a set of inputs X = \{x_1, x_2, ..., x_i, ..., x_n\} and a set of outputs Z = \{z_1, z_2, ..., z_j, ..., z_m\}. The pin fault model considers the stuck-at-0/1 faults occurring at the module boundary, and has a weak correlation with the circuit’s physical faults. We write \(x_i^1\) and \(x_i^0\) for the input stuck-at-1/0 faults, and \(z_j^1\) and \(z_j^0\) for the output stuck-at-0/1 faults. There are \(2^n+2^m\) possible pin stuck-at faults. Input-output pin stuck-at fault pairs \((x_i, z_j)\), \(i=0,1\), \(k=0,1\) are called pin pair (PP) faults. The number of possible pin pair faults of the circuit is at most \(4^n m^2\).

In the rest of the paper the following notations will be used:

- **T** – the test pattern set;
- **\(t_{k,i}\)** – the signal value (1 or 0) of test pattern \(T_k\) (\(T_k \in T\)) on circuit input \(i\);
- **F** – the set of PP faults of particular circuit;
- **\(F_k\)** – the set of PP faults that are detected on test pattern \(T_k\) (\(T_k \in T\));
- **n** – the number of circuit inputs.

The pseudocode of procedure for Enrichment of Static Functional Test (procedure EoSFT) is shown in Fig. 1.

The procedure EoSFT modifies each test pattern \(T_k\) of the set \(T\) in such way that the modified test pattern \(T_k^{'}\) detects all detectable on the initial pattern \(T_k\) PP faults and, probably, some additional not detectable on \(T_k\) PP faults. Therefore, the enriched test pattern set \(T^{'}\) may detect some PP faults that are not detectable on the test pattern set \(T\) or, at least, increases the number of detections of some PP faults. The most prominent features of the proposed static functional test enrichment procedure are: 1) procedure EoSFT does not expand the initial test pattern set \(T\), i.e. there is no test size addition; 2) procedure EoSFT does not require test generation. The described approach enriches the test patterns using PP fault simulation. Thus, the computing time of the procedure EoSFT depends linearly on the test size.

The procedure EoSFT can be incorporated into test generation system and then used as dynamic test enrichment procedure. At that point the proposed procedure processes each test pattern before it is included into test pattern set \(T\). In this case many faults not yet detectable on the generated test pattern set \(T\) may be detected, particularly at the beginning of the test generation. The outcome of dynamic test enrichment should be the reduction of test size.

```
procedure EoSFT

INPUT: circuit C, corresponding PP fault set F, test pattern set T, number of iterations \(I_t\)

OUTPUT: enriched test pattern set \(T^{'}\)

1. \(I_t=1\)
2. repeat
3. for each \(T_k \in T\) do
4. determine \(F_k\)
5. for \(i=1\) to \(n\) do
6. \(t_{k,i}=\neg(t_{k,i})\)
7. determine \(F_k\)
8. if \(F_k \subseteq F_{k}^{'}\) then
9. \(F_{k}=F_{k}^{'}\)
10. else
11. \(t_{k,i}=\neg(t_{k,i})\)
12. end
13. end
14. \(I_t=I_t+1\)
15. until \(k > I_t\)

end procedure
```

Fig. 1. The pseudocode of procedure EoSFT

Additionally, procedure EoSFT can be easily modified on purpose to use it for the relaxation of test pattern sets. The relaxation of test patterns means changing, where it is possible, of fully specified test pattern bits into unspecified (don’t care) bits. The modification affects only one line (Line 9) of the procedure EoSFT. The Line 9 has to be changed from \(F_{k}=F_{k}^{'}\) to \(t_{k,i}^{'}=\text{“unspecified”}\). The motivation behind relaxing of test pattern sets is to make these tests amendable to addressing additional issues beyond detection of the targeted faults [24]. For example, the unspecified bits can be specified in such manner that power dissipation during test application is minimized or the unspecified bits can be specified appropriately to detect additional faults. Such flexible tests are important in various compression schemes for on-chip or off-chip test embedding [24].

**Experimental results**

In this section we present results of the application of the proposed test enrichment procedure to ISCAS’85 benchmark circuits.

The test pattern sets for PP faults were generated for the black box model of the circuits [7]. Remind the black box model represents a system by defining the behaviour of its outputs according to the values applied to its inputs without the knowledge of its internal organization. The black box models written in the programming language C were used by the test generation for the PP faults.

The results of test pattern set enrichment are reported in Table 1. The initial test pattern sets T1 and T2 were obtained using two different test pattern generation systems. Both tests expose 100% coverage of targeted PP faults. In Table 1, after the circuit name we show the
number of detectable pin pair faults, and the average number of detections under T1, computed as follows. The sum of detections of all faults is divided by number of detectable PP faults. Next, we show the number of detections under enriched test pattern set T1, and the improvement of the average number of detections, expressed in percent. Columns 6-8 list the same data for the test pattern set T2.

Table 1. Results of test pattern set enrichment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Circuit</th>
<th>PP faults</th>
<th>Av. T1</th>
<th>Av. T1</th>
<th>Imp. T1 in %</th>
<th>Av. T2</th>
<th>Av. T2</th>
<th>Imp. T2 in %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>c432</td>
<td>540</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>49.4</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>55.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c499</td>
<td>5184</td>
<td>10.1</td>
<td>10.2</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>9.8</td>
<td>9.9</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c880</td>
<td>1326</td>
<td>18.8</td>
<td>22.3</td>
<td>19.1</td>
<td>20.4</td>
<td>24.2</td>
<td>18.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c1355</td>
<td>5184</td>
<td>9.6</td>
<td>9.6</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>9.9</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c1908</td>
<td>3004</td>
<td>23.9</td>
<td>24.2</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>24.0</td>
<td>24.3</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c2670</td>
<td>3320</td>
<td>19.2</td>
<td>21.8</td>
<td>13.3</td>
<td>36.0</td>
<td>39.8</td>
<td>10.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c3540</td>
<td>2588</td>
<td>20.3</td>
<td>20.9</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>23.1</td>
<td>23.8</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c5315</td>
<td>10540</td>
<td>40.6</td>
<td>44.1</td>
<td>8.6</td>
<td>39.7</td>
<td>43.1</td>
<td>8.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c6288</td>
<td>3068</td>
<td>27.0</td>
<td>27.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>25.5</td>
<td>25.5</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c7552</td>
<td>12188</td>
<td>69.6</td>
<td>73.6</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>76.7</td>
<td>81.6</td>
<td>6.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aver.</td>
<td>4694</td>
<td>24.4</td>
<td>26.1</td>
<td>10.1</td>
<td>27.0</td>
<td>29.0</td>
<td>10.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The following points can be seen from Table 1. The procedure EoSFT was able to enrich the PP fault test pattern set almost in all cases, there is only one exception, namely, the circuit c6288. Independently from initial test pattern set, the average number of fault detections was increased at 10% on average. The improvement of the average number of detections ranges from 0 to 56 percent. The experiment shows that procedure EoSFT converges after two iterations.

As already mentioned, the proposed approach can serve and for other purposes: dynamic test enrichment and after slight modification for test relaxation. However, these purposes are secondary in this paper, and we performed only mini experiments on circuit c880. We obtained following results.

The PP fault test pattern set was constructed using portions of 30 test patterns. The first portion, generated without and with dynamic test pattern enrichment and included into set T, produced 61.9 % and 67.3% PP fault coverage respectively. The application of dynamic test pattern enrichment brought 5.4 % improvement of fault coverage. Then the 67.3% already detectable on test pattern set T PP faults were excluded from fault list F, and the second portion of 30 test patterns was generated in the same way. The outcome was 81.4% and 83.3% PP fault coverage respectively (improvement 1.9%). The results for third portion were 85.4% and 86.5% (improvement 0.9%) and so on. At the end of this experiment we got test pattern set T of size 187. The size of test pattern set generated without test pattern enrichment was 381. Therefore, the application of our approach for dynamic test pattern enrichment reduced the test size at 51%. The application of modified procedure EoSFT for test relaxation changed 34% fully specified test set bits into unspecified in not enriched test pattern set T.

Many authors state that the n-detection tests are effective in detecting untargeted faults and defects [21-25]. To examine the influence of the improvement of average number of detections in detecting untargeted faults, we simulated stuck-at and transition faults under the test pattern sets T and T1, T2. Note that the tests for PP faults are generated at functional level and then applied for detection of structural level faults.

Table 2. Results of stuck-at fault simulation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Circuit</th>
<th>T1</th>
<th>T1</th>
<th>T2</th>
<th>T2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>c432</td>
<td>98.84</td>
<td>99.20</td>
<td>95.71</td>
<td>95.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c499</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c880</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>99.83</td>
<td>99.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c1355</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c1908</td>
<td>96.10</td>
<td>96.10</td>
<td>94.64</td>
<td>94.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c2670</td>
<td>99.75</td>
<td>99.81</td>
<td>99.43</td>
<td>99.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c3540</td>
<td>99.00</td>
<td>99.01</td>
<td>98.19</td>
<td>98.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c5315</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c6288</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>99.97</td>
<td>99.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c7552</td>
<td>99.80</td>
<td>99.83</td>
<td>99.45</td>
<td>99.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aver.</td>
<td>99.35</td>
<td>99.40</td>
<td>98.72</td>
<td>98.78</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Results of transition fault simulation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Circuit</th>
<th>T1D</th>
<th>T1D</th>
<th>T2D</th>
<th>T2D</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>c432</td>
<td>87.28</td>
<td>87.86</td>
<td>84.38</td>
<td>84.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c499</td>
<td>91.23</td>
<td>91.60</td>
<td>91.46</td>
<td>91.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c880</td>
<td>90.90</td>
<td>90.98</td>
<td>89.61</td>
<td>90.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c1355</td>
<td>92.36</td>
<td>92.39</td>
<td>92.42</td>
<td>92.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c1908</td>
<td>81.56</td>
<td>81.58</td>
<td>80.59</td>
<td>80.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c2670</td>
<td>90.44</td>
<td>90.79</td>
<td>89.83</td>
<td>90.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c3540</td>
<td>88.28</td>
<td>88.34</td>
<td>85.70</td>
<td>85.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c5315</td>
<td>97.94</td>
<td>97.94</td>
<td>97.94</td>
<td>97.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c6288</td>
<td>98.72</td>
<td>98.72</td>
<td>98.62</td>
<td>98.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c7552</td>
<td>97.30</td>
<td>97.84</td>
<td>96.91</td>
<td>97.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aver.</td>
<td>91.60</td>
<td>91.80</td>
<td>90.75</td>
<td>90.90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results of fault simulation are reported in Table 2 and 3. The static tests don’t suit directly for detecting of delay faults. Therefore, they were transformed into functional delay tests according Rule 3 presented in [30]. Such transformation increases the test size twice. The test pattern sets for detecting of functional delay faults T1D, T1D, T2D and T2D were obtained from T1, T1D, T2 and T2 respectively. In Table 2, after the circuit name we show the stuck-at fault coverage of test pattern sets T1, T1D, T2 and T2. Table 3 lists the transition fault coverage of test pattern sets T1D, T1D, T2D and T2D. The fault coverage is expressed in percent.

From Tables 2 and 3 it can be seen that the PP fault tests are very effective in detecting of untargeted stuck-at faults, whereas, the functional delay tests obtained from them expose moderate quality in regard of detecting of untargeted transition faults. The test enrichment
accomplished using proposed procedure EoSFT contributed in test quality improvement in all cases if we take in account average fault coverage. If we examine tests for separate circuits and exclude from examination such tests that expose 100% fault coverage or no improvement of the average number of detections (circuit c6288), we can see that the test enrichment contributed to augmentation of fault coverage of untargeted faults in 23 cases of 29. Thus, the proposed postprocessing procedure for static functional test enrichment is a cheap way to enhance the quality of initial test pattern set.

Concluding remarks

We described an approach for static functional test enrichment. The proposed postprocessing procedure modifies each test pattern of the test in such way that the modified test pattern detects all detectable on the initial test pattern pin pair faults and some additional pin pair faults. The enriched test pattern set may detect some pin pair faults that are not detectable on the initial test pattern set T or, at least, increases the number of detections of pin pair faults. The test enrichment procedure does not increase the test size and it is fast because the procedure does not require test generation. The described approach enriches the test patterns using pin pair fault simulation. The performed experiments demonstrated effectiveness of the proposed approach. We showed that our test enrichment procedure can be incorporated into test generation system and then used as dynamic test enrichment procedure or after slight modification; it can be applied for relaxation of test pattern sets.
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